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A s Prime Minister Trudeau 

heads to Japan to begin his 

government’s first real push into Asia, Canadians should 

consider how important Japan is to Canada. Although Japan 

is no longer Canada’s second largest trading partner, it is a 

bastion of democracy in the Asia-Pacific region, a close 

military ally of the United States and the chief Asian partner 

standing in the way of China’s relentless pursuit of 

paramountcy in the South and East China Seas.  

 

There are at least two reasons why Canada must make more 

of an effort to court the Japanese in the years ahead. First, 

because the South China Sea is probably the most important 

body of water in the world when it comes to ocean transport 

and Japan has been building its air and naval power to 

counter Chinese expansion in the area. Second, because the 

possibility of a looming collapse of the Trans-Pacific 

Partnership, which will significantly hamper Canadian 

opportunities to enlarge trade with Asia, leaves Canada with 

little choice but to expand Asian trade on its own. 

 

Over the past decade or so, China has moved to increase the 

size, range and ability of its naval power in an open bid to 

dominate the East and South China seas and to round the 

Malaysian Peninsula and Indonesia to gain access to the 

Indian Ocean. The ostensible reason for China’s military 

expansion is to protect the all-important sea lanes which 

bring oil and other essential commodities to China and 

Chinese products to the world. No one knows how far 

China’s naval ambitions go, but it certainly seems the case 

that China also wants unfettered access to the western 

Pacific and is very unhappy at the naval presence of the 

United States in the region. 

 

China’s ambitions have awakened fears among virtually all 

the nations on the periphery of the East and South China  

Seas due to the clashing territorial claims of those nations 

with China’s so-called “nine-dash line” which, if 

internationally recognized, would extend China’s 

sovereignty deep into the South China Sea and clash with 

the territorial claims of virtually every other nation there. 

Thus, South Vietnam, Malaysia, the Republic of Korea, 

Indonesia, Japan, Taiwan, Borneo, the Philippines and 

Singapore all have a stake in resisting China’s bellicosity. 

But almost none of those nations has the resources, military 

or otherwise, to do much about China’s claims. 

 

And it isn’t just claims that are at issue. At places such as 

Fiery Cross Reef, in the Spratly Islands, which are claimed 

by both Japan and China, the Chinese have dredged the 

seabed to build an air and naval base from which the 

Chinese “Coast Guard” and land-based aircraft can range 

much farther over the sea than previously. The Chinese use 

their “Coast Guard” instead of their navy to patrol these 

areas to avoid direct clashes with the US Navy and the 

navies of other countries. But many of their “Coast Guard” 

vessels are now as large and capable as warships and some 

are openly armed. 

 

Japan has been expanding its navy at a rapid pace over the 

past decade and has made changes to its constitution that 

will allow it to fight in defence of its allies. With some fifty 

capital ships in its navy, the Japanese Maritime Self Defence 

Force is modern, well trained and well equipped. There is 

little Canada could do militarily to help Japan or other 

nations threatened by China. But Canada can at least show 

that it is actively engaged in the region, politically opposes 

China’s actions, and will do whatever it can to maintain 

order in the region. 

 

There is another reason why Japan is important to Canada 

and that is that both US presidential candidates have 

declared themselves to be opposed to the Trans-Pacific 

Partnership. Thus, no matter who wins the US presidential 

election next November, the TPP could be dead on arrival. 

Canada must develop a “Plan B” very quickly or forgo an 

expedited entry into Asian markets. The latter would be a 

disaster and once again underline Canada’s overwhelming 

dependence on the US for its economic well-being. And 

there too, both presidential candidates have very frosty 

attitudes towards NAFTA.  

 

It is well past time for Canada to truly take Asia, and Japan, 

seriously. 

 

(Full disclosure: I was a guest of the Japanese government 

in late January). 
 

 

 

 

David Bercuson is Director of the Centre for Military, Security and 

Strategic Studies at the University of Calgary, Area Director, 

International Policy for the School of Public Policy, University of Calgary 

and Program Director, Canadian Global Affairs Institute.  
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by STÉFANIE VON HLATKY 

I n April, the Department of National Defence (DND) 

launched a national conversation about the future of 

Canada’s defence policy. Following Minister Harjit 

Sajjan’s announcement, an Advisory Panel was tasked 

with meeting stakeholders across the country, including 

parliamentarians, academics, and activists. The review is 

articulated around three issues: identifying the most 

pressing security challenges, defining the role of the 

Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) in meeting those 

challenges and, finally, establishing the appropriate mix of 

capabilities needed by the CAF to accomplish their 

missions and tasks successfully. 

 

The current government, however, has already set the 

broad parameters of what the CAF will be asked to do. 

During the Speech from the Throne, Prime Minister 

Justin Trudeau promised that “the government will renew 

Canada’s commitment to the United Nations 

peacekeeping operations, and will continue to work with 

its allies in the fight against terrorism”. This means the 

military will remain a multirole and combat-capable force; 

the CAF have to be ready for any contingency, anywhere 

in the world. If we assume that the defence budget will not 

increase significantly and that the size of the military will 

stay at around 68,000 regular force personnel, Canada 

will have to reposition its forces abroad. 

 

Currently, the majority of soldiers who are deployed in 

international operations are sent to the Middle East and 

Europe, where Canada participates in a total of 12 

operations. The most demanding one is Operation 

IMPACT, with over 800 troops deployed to counter the 

Islamic State as part of a US-led military intervention in 

Iraq and Syria. Canada has also engaged in capacity 

building and reassurance missions in Europe, in response 

to Russia’s increased belligerence since the Euromaidan 

revolution in Ukraine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In comparison, when we look at peacekeeping operations, 

there are only 29 military personnel deployed across all 

(Continued on page 7) 

Source: UN/Marie Frechon 

Currently, the majority of soldiers 
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regions. Close to home in the Americas, only five soldiers 

are deployed as part of the United Nations Stabilization 

Mission in Haiti. If Canada is to renew its commitment to 

UN peace operations, it will have to boost its 

peacekeeping presence and move some of its assets away 

from Europe and Iraq to instead support peace operations 

in Central and South America, or Africa.  

 

The rationale for doing so is sound. Increasing Canada’s 

participation in peace operations can help improve 

Canada’s standing at the UN, after a decade of aloofness 

under Prime Minister Stephen Harper. Moreover, Canada 

could become a key player in peace support training, given 

that UN peacekeeping operations have been plagued by 

sex abuse allegations, in the Central African Republic and 

elsewhere. The demand for Canada’s training expertise 

will only grow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contrary to what the organization Canadem has claimed, 

namely that: “the capacity of Canada’s military to conduct 

peacekeeping operations has largely disappeared after a 

decade of war-fighting in Afghanistan,” the CAF have the 

expertise to step up to the peacekeeping plate (understood 

here as UN-mandated operations under Chapter VI or 

VII). In Afghanistan, the CAF continued to develop a skill 

set that is relevant for peace operations. The interpersonal 

skills of soldiers, the flexibility of commanders in the field, 

and relying on small-unit dismounted patrolling, are just 

as important in Afghanistan as they are for certain peace 

operations. Troops then further tailor their tactical skills 

to new mission requirements through pre-deployment 

training. 

 

As the defence consultations continue, it is important not 

to lose sight of what the Trudeau government has already 

decided: that the Canadian military will have to keep and 

sometimes enforce the peace and fight terrorists. If 

current force and resource levels are maintained, a 

renewed commitment to peacekeeping means that 

Canada’s operations in Europe and Iraq will have to be 

more modest. 
 

 

 

 

Stéfanie von Hlatky is an Assistant Professor in the Department of 

Political Studies at Queen’s University and a Fellow with the Canadian 

Global Affairs Institute. 

(Continued from page 6) 
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by THOMAS JUNEAU 

This article was originally published by the Globe and Mail. 

 

T he Liberal government announced on April 6 that it is 

launching public consultations to inform the drafting of its 

new defence policy. In launching the review, Defence Minister 

Harjit Sajjan emphasized that defence policy must be shaped by 

the defence needs of the country. 

 

This is as it should be. In practice, however, defence policy is 

more often than not hijacked by domestic politics, the capture of 

the process by bureaucratic and other interests, and the world 

view of whoever holds power at the time. Given that the timeline 

of weapons procurement is measured in decades, new 

governments are also boxed in by the actions – and inaction – of 

their predecessors. 

 

What would be the foundation of the new defence policy if Mr. 

Sajjan’s wise guidance is followed? Contrary to the assessments of 

the opening chapters of the past two defence-policy documents 

under the Stephen Harper and Paul Martin governments, 

Canada is extraordinarily safe. Few countries in history have 

benefitted from a position as secure as ours. 

 

This is not to suggest that the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) do 

not serve a purpose. The country has some defence needs, 

notably in monitoring our borders and contributing to the 

defence of North America alongside the United States. The CAF 

are also an important tool to help Canada pursue influence 

abroad. Sound defence policy, moreover, cannot entirely dismiss 

the possibility that threats could arise in the future. But the reality 

that Canada is a fundamentally secure country implies that there 

is no strategic rationale for increasing today’s already small 

defence budget. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

That today’s international security environment is not peaceful is 

irrelevant, or at least it should be. What matters is that there is no 

conventional direct military threat to Canada, neither now or for 

the foreseeable future, while other, lesser threats are limited. 

 

It is a matter of when, not if, terrorists try to strike Canada again. 

But the best defences against terrorism are law enforcement and 
(Continued on page 9) 

Source: Sean Kilpatrick/Canadian Press 
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intelligence, not frigates and fighter jets. A resurgent Russia 

threatens Eastern Europe – but not Canada. We should keep an 

eye on the evolving balance of power in East Asia and should 

certainly increase our diplomatic and commercial presence there 

– but our defence interests are limited. Instability in the Middle 

East will continue for decades. But none of the region’s many 

conflicts pose a direct military threat to Canada. 

 

In this context, Canada has the rare luxury of being able to use its 

military to pursue opportunities, not in response to direct threats. 

With its security guaranteed, Canada can and should aim to be a 

reliable ally to the U.S. and to NATO, and to support vulnerable 

partners in hotspots throughout the world. But this does not 

justify the investment of large amounts of additional money for 

defence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The pursuit of Canada’s international interests would be best 

served through enhanced investments in diplomacy and 

development. For a fraction of the investments in major military 

kit, Canada can get a better bang for a smaller buck. 

 

On the defence side, this implies that the CAF should, in the 

coming years and decades, do less with less. This may be 

unfortunate or unpalatable to some, but it is the logical 

consequence of the fundamental reality of Canada’s secure 

position. To better equip the CAF to support Canada’s 

international objectives, enhanced investments in defence 

diplomacy – notably in capacity-building and training programs 

– would provide the government with relatively inexpensive but 

highly valuable tools. 

 

The foundation on which sound defence policy should be built, in 

sum, is a level-headed assessment of the defence needs of the 

country. Let us hope that the current policy review recognizes that 

on this basis, Canada is in a highly enviable position. 
 

 

 

 

Thomas Juneau is an Assistant Professor at the University of Ottawa’s 

Graduate School of Public and International Affairs and a Fellow with the 

Canadian Global Affairs Institute. 

(Continued from page 8) 
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by BARRY COOPER 

T he last issue of The Dispatch contained several 

articles dealing with Canada’s reputation in the world 

and the new government’s efforts to shape that reputation 

to conform to their national vision. Prime Minister Justin 

Trudeau’s confident declaration that “Canada is back” 

signaled a return to multilateralism, UN peacekeeping, 

bridge-building and other morally uplifting policies. 

 

Certainly, UN-led multilateralism figures prominently in 

the Trudeau government’s statements on climate change, 

refugees and the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples. The new tone may even lead to a non-permanent 

seat on the Security Council. 

 

That new tone has seen one glaring exception: Canada 

said ‘yes’ to the arms deal with Saudi Arabia when the 

multilateralists and peacekeeping fans would have much 

preferred a ‘no’. 

 

The Saudi arms contract is worth an estimated $15 billion 

and 3,000 long-term jobs. It provides for the delivery of 

some 700-plus light armoured combat vehicles (LAVs) to 

the Saudi Arabian National Guard (SANG). The turreted 

weapons are supplied by a Belgian firm that reportedly 

has developed a system to reduce recoil on cannons, thus 

allowing higher-calibre weapons to be installed on 

relatively light hulls. The LAVs also may be equipped with 

a 25mm. chain gun and standard, smaller-calibre machine 

guns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These details matter because of a provision in Canadian 

export-control laws: weapons are not to be exported when 

the buyer might use them against civilian populations. 

Canada’s customer, SANG, is charged with protecting the 

Saudi royals and defending the regime against internal 

threats. If necessary, they certainly would use the LAVs 

against civilians. 

 

This inconvenient truth has put the government in a bind. 

At first the minister responsible, Stéphane Dion, said 

there was an “important difference” between approving a 

contract and refusing to cancel an existing one. But he 

approved the export permits all on his own. Then, Mr. 

Dion said Canada needs to be “respected on the world 

stage by keeping our word.” That same day, Michael Byers 

declared that permitting the sale would damage “rather 

(Continued on page 11) 

Source: Canadian Army 

The Saudi arms contract is worth 

an estimated $15 billion and 3,000 

long-term jobs.  
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than enhance Canada’s reputation” and “could even cost 

Canada a seat on the UN Security Council.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unfortunately, a debate about morality, respect and 

reputation is far removed from the reality of Middle 

Eastern politics, and ignores Canadian interests in one of 

the most unstable regions in the world. 

 

In the Mid-Eastern context, the Saudis are a source of 

stability. Despite the region’s apparent hunger for 

democracy, exemplified by the Arab Spring, it remains 

easy for monarchs to retain power. That they rely on 

oppressive security services to do so is a given, as it is for 

ruling military officers and other assorted regional 

tyrants. But the monarchs, unlike the other security 

bosses, are identified with the countries they rule. The 

legitimacy of this “old money,” as Robert Kaplan called 

the sultans and kings, is the source of their stability. 

 

Even so, the Saudis have some long-term geopolitical 

challenges. They do not rule all of Arabia. Yemen, once 

run by a typical strong man, is a conflict zone. The Hijaz 

along the Red Sea and Oman on the Gulf are a long way 

from the up-country homeland of the House of Saud, the 

Najd. Indeed, compared to the isolated Najd, the coastal 

littoral is almost cosmopolitan. 

 

One conclusion is obvious: By equipping the SANG with 

some useful kit, Canada sustains regional stability, which 

is as much in the long-term interests of the Saudis as it is 

of Canadians. 

 

Canadians are mature enough to understand why a stable 

and repressive regime is preferable to an unstable and 

murderous one, which leads to a second conclusion: 

repealing Canada’s moralizing and hypocritical export 

controls would be geopolitically realistic. 
 

 

 

 

Dr. Barry Cooper is a Professor of Political Science at the University 

of Calgary and is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada, the Centre 

for Military, Security and Strategic Studies, and the Canadian Global 

Affairs Institute. 

(Continued from page 10) 
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by CANDICE MALCOLM 

C anadian officials are quietly negotiating with Iran’s 

mullahs. The two countries are having preliminary 

talks and discussing a plan to re-establish the diplomatic 

relations that were severed in 2012. Foreign Minister 

Stéphane Dion announced that Canada will begin lifting 

economic sanctions to fall in line with the U.S. and other 

Western allies who have already begun restoring relations 

with Iran. 
 

But as Canada looks to re-engage with the antagonistic 

regime, consideration must be given to the issues that led 

to the cutting of diplomatic ties four years ago. While the 

government of Canada gave no official reason for severing 

ties with the Islamic Republic of Iran, there are three 

broad and significant problems with the Iranian regime. 

Concerns over an illegal nuclear development program, 

the funding of extremist and terrorist organizations, and 

grave human rights abuses still persist. Iran has taken 

almost no meaningful steps to address or rectify these 

problematic elements, and therefore Canada should 

refrain from lifting economic sanctions and opening a new 

relationship with Iran at this time. Canada should first 

demand and then verify that the Iranian regime improves 

its record before Canada re-engages.  
 

Let’s be clear: Iran cannot become a nuclear power. The 

reasons are self-evident, and perhaps best represented by 

the Islamic Republic’s Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, who uses 

Twitter to make clear his genocidal intent of “annihilating 

Israel.” A nuclear Iran poses an existential threat to the 

world’s only Jewish state. It would also prompt a 

dangerous nuclear arms race in a volatile and unstable 

part of the world – prompting nations such as Saudi 

Arabia, Egypt, and Turkey to pursue nuclear capabilities 

to balance Iran. 
 

Many lauded the recent deal between Iran and the 

permanent members of the UN Security Council and 

Germany, known as the P5+1, as a meaningful assurance 

that Iran will not develop a nuclear program. The complex 

agreement, among other aspects, forced Iran to reduce its 

stockpile of uranium enrichment centrifuges by two-

thirds and dismantle 97 per cent of its low-enriched 

uranium. It also prohibits uranium enrichment at Iran’s 

two main sites – Fordow and Arak – for at least fifteen 

years. It’s important to note, however, that both of these 

sites were built and developed in secret, breaking previous 

nuclear agreements and deceiving western inspectors. 

Iran has a track record of breaking its word. 
 

The West can ban nuclear activities at known sites all it 

wants; it is the unknown sites that are cause for greater 

concern. Indeed, people inside Iran are ringing the alarm 

bell and claiming that Iran has other secret nuclear 

(Continued on page 13) 

Source: CBC News 
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facilities that have not been declared to the International 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). 1 
 

The Obama administration insists that the nuclear deal 

with Iran is based on verification, not trust. But in the 

aftermath of the nuclear deal it was discovered that Iran 

had, for years, been lying and misrepresenting its nuclear 

program. An IAEA report confirmed that Iran was secretly 

developing a nuclear weapons program from 2003 to 

2009.2  Counter to what they had promised in order to get 

a seat at the P5+1 negotiating table, and counter to what 

IAEA agents were able to verify at the time, Iran was 

working towards building a nuclear weapons with 

“possible military dimensions.” Furthermore, just weeks 

after the nuclear deal was signed in 2015, Iran began 

testing its nuclear-capable missiles – a bold and direct 

provocation to the West. Iran continues to breach the 

agreement by rolling out its illegal ballistic missile 

program.  
 

Simply because the U.S. has chosen to look the other way 

over Iran’s bad behaviour does not mean that Canada 

should do the same. Iran has a track record of breaking its 

word and embarrassing those who put trust in them. Even 

the distinction between trust and verification falls apart 

when you consider Iran’s history of hiding its nuclear 

program, the lack of information coming out of the 

regime, and Iran’s erratic and aggressive behaviour on the 

world stage.  
 

A nuclear-empowered Tehran would not only pose a 

significant threat to Israel and destabilize the entire 

Middle East, it would also create a direct and strategic 

threat to the West – to Canada and the US – should a 

nuclear weapon fall in the hands of one of Iran’s proxy 

terrorist groups.  
 

Iran is the world’s foremost state sponsor of Islamic 

terrorism, bankrolling terrorist organizations around the 

world and having a hand in deadly civilian attacks from 

Buenos Aires to Tel Aviv.  
 

The Canadian government declared in 2012 that the 

Iranian regime sheltered and provided material support to 

violent non-state actors that engage in terrorism. Canada 

declared that Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps, 

the Qods Force, was instrumental in creating, training, 

and supplying weapons to Hezbollah, the Lebanese Shiite 

organization that is among the world’s most powerful and 

well-funded terrorist entities. The Qods Force was listed 

as a terrorist entity under the Canadian Criminal Code 

because of its association with other recognized terrorist 

groups including Hezbollah, Hamas, the Taliban, the 

Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, and the 

Palestinian Islamic Jihad.3 The Qods Force is also active in 

the ongoing civil war in Syria, aiding the Assad regime in 

carrying out its atrocities against the Syrian people.  
 

Alongside funding and enabling regional wars through its 

proxies, Iran also inflicts great harm and suffering upon 

its own people.  
 

Despite electing a so-called moderate President in 2013, 

Hassan Rouhani, according to the Human Rights Watch 

organization, “the country has seen no significant 

improvements in human rights.”4 In fact, executions – 

mostly public hangings – have increased sharply. 

According to the Iran Human Rights Documentation 

Center, there were 966 executions in 2015, up 34 per cent 

over the previous year.5 Security forces continue to 

routinely arrest journalists, bloggers, social media users, 

homosexuals, and women not wearing government-

sanctioned headscarves.  
 

Despite improved relations between Iran and the U.S., 

there is still great reason to be skeptical about engaging 

with Iran. Well-intentioned but naïve foreign policy will 

only empower the nefarious regime to continue abusing 

human rights at home, aiding global jihadists and 

terrorists, and pursuing a nuclear weapons program that 

undermines global peace and stability.  
 

British philosopher and statesman Edmund Burke is 

believed to have said, “all that is required for evil to 

triumph is for good men to do nothing.” If Canada ignores 

Iran’s belligerent behaviour and does nothing to stop the 

radical mullahs, we will be enabling evil and allowing it to 

triumph.  
 

Candice Malcolm is a columnist with the Toronto Sun and a former 

press secretary to then Conservative Immigration Minister Jason 

Kenney. She is also a Fellow with the Canadian Global Affairs Institute. 

 

1Deterioration of Human Rights in Iran: Interview with Shabnam Assadollahi. Gatestone 

Institute International Policy Council. November 21, 2014. http://

www.gatestoneinstitute.org/4897/human-rights-iran  

 
2Final Assessment on Past and Present Outstanding Issues regarding Iran’s Nuclear 

Programme. Report by the Director General, IAEA. December 2, 2015.  https://

www.iaea.org/sites/default/files/gov-2015-68.pdf 

 
3Currently Listed Entities, National Security, Listed Terrorist Entities. Department of 

Public Safety, Government of Canada. http://www.publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/ntnl-scrt/cntr-

trrrsm/lstd-ntts/crrnt-lstd-ntts-eng.aspx#2031  

 
4Human Rights Watch: Iran. https://www.hrw.org/middle-east/n-africa/iran   

 
5Capital Punishment in Iran – 2015. Iran Human Rights Documentation Center. http://

www.iranhrdc.org/english/news/features/1000000626-infographic-capital-punishment-in-

iran-2015.html  

(Continued from page 12) 
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by PAUL DEWAR 

This article was originally published by The Star. 

 

I f Canada is to win a seat on the UN Security Council, 

we need a campaign that is bold, global and pertinent. 

Leading a global effort on nuclear non-proliferation and 

disarmament should be a cornerstone of that campaign, 

and the upcoming G7 meetings in Japan represent a 

perfect opportunity to set the table for serious progress on 

the issue. 

 

Before the formal meetings begin, U.S. President Barack 

Obama will be making an historic sojourn to Hiroshima. 

In and of itself, this is a bold move that no other U.S. 

president has made while in office. This event is also an 

opening to advance concrete propositions on nuclear 

disarmament. 

 

The need to act on nuclear disarmament is clear. Nuclear 

weapons threaten our collective existence, especially in the 

hands of non-state actors such as Daesh (also known as 

ISIS or ISIL), and belligerent countries, like North Korea. 

The financial cost to build, maintain and refurbish nuclear 

weapons is unsustainable. The proliferation of nuclear 

weapons also raises the risk of false alarms that could lead 

to inadvertent use. 

In the late 1980s and 1990s, incredible global progress 

was made in the reduction of nuclear weapons, leading to 

a period of peace and prosperity. Then momentum was 

lost in the early 2000s following 9/11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2007 there was a resurgence of optimism with a 

surprisingly idealistic op-ed by George P. Shultz, William 

J. Perry, Henry A. Kissinger, and Sam Nunn. Titled “A 

World Free of Nuclear Weapons,” this bipartisan offering 

pleaded with the world to get serious about nuclear 

disarmament. This was followed in April 2009 by Obama’s 

historic speech in Prague that echoed president Ronald 

Reagan’s vision and then UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-

moon’s five-point plan on the subject in August that same 

year. 

(Continued on page 15) 
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The world needs leadership and 

action on nuclear disarmament, 
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Sadly, since that time we have seen little progress. In fact, 

nuclear weapon states are collectively investing trillions of 

dollars on refurbishment of their existing stockpiles; 

North Korea continues to act in a belligerent manner; and 

while there is some guarded optimism with the Iranian 

deal, efforts to negotiate a nuclear weapons-free Middle 

East are dormant. 

 

The world needs leadership and action on nuclear 

disarmament, and Canada more than any other country is 

well positioned to move things forward. 

 

It is important to remember the political and historic 

capital we have to make a significant impact on nuclear 

disarmament. As a county that has never developed 

nuclear weapons, we have credibility. As a G7 nation and a 

member of NATO, the Commonwealth, and the 

Francophonie, we have global connectivity. And we have 

some of the best experts in the diplomacy, science and 

verification of nuclear weapons. 

 

No other country has these claims. 

 

Recently, Stéphane Dion joined with other G7 foreign 

ministers in signing a commitment to act on the issue of 

nuclear disarmament. In April, our Permanent Mission in 

Geneva hosted representatives from 22 governments — 

both nuclear weapons countries and non-nuclear weapons 

countries — to discuss proposals for advancing nuclear 

disarmament. 

 

Presently, there is considerable debate about which 

direction should be taken to achieve a world without 

nuclear weapons. Some believe a ban on nuclear weapons 

should be advanced immediately via a convention on 

nuclear weapons; others believe a step-by-step approach 

should be taken. Still others believe first and foremost in 

advancing Nuclear Weapons Free Zones, such as a nuclear 

weapons-free Arctic or a nuclear weapons-free Middle 

East. There is also the UN-supported Open-ended 

Working Group on Nuclear Disarmament. 

 

All of these approaches are welcome and important, but 

they lack the national heft and leadership Canada can 

provide. We should use the G7 meetings to lay out our 

commitments. 

 

What, specifically, can Canada propose? 

 

We should use the upcoming G7 to announce that Canada 

will make nuclear disarmament a cornerstone of our 

campaign for a seat on the UN Security Council. And we 

should commit to a specific set of actions. 

 

First, we should pledge concrete support for the Iranian 

nuclear deal, by offering to provide assistance in 

verification and compliance. 

 

Second, we should commit additional support to the 

important work of the International Atomic Energy 

Agency. 

 

Third and most important, Canada should offer to host a 

high-level conference to discuss a nuclear weapons 

convention as soon as possible. This conference would 

allow all countries to share ideas in an open setting and 

begin work towards a framework agreement leading to a 

convention. 

 

It is now 71 years since Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the 

threat of nuclear war is still with us. Like climate change, 

it is an existential threat of our own making. 

 

In the face of this challenge, are we ready to put forward 

serious ideas that will allow Canada to take its place at the 

UN Security Council and contribute to a more stable 

world? I hope and think the answer must be yes. 
 

 

 

 

Paul Dewar is a Fellow at the Canadian Global Affairs Institute, a 

former MP and NDP Foreign Affairs critic. 

(Continued from page 14) 
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par FERRY DE KERCKHOVE 

Source: AFP 

U n regard sur le foyer historique du djihadisme met 

en relief ses fondements politiques: le découpage de 

l’Orient ottoman par les deux diplomates français et 

britannique Picot et Sykes sans le moindre égard pour les 

populations concernées et aux conséquences 

catastrophiques dès lors qu’il a servi de modèle aux traités 

de paix de la Première Guerre mondiale.  Ce jeu de 

cartographie fut poursuivi par les Français et les 

Britanniques avec la création au Moyen-Orient d’états 

sans histoire et sans nation, hormis l’Égypte et l’Iran qui 

leur préexistaient. Il y a aussi l’héritage de la colonisation 

et de la décolonisation, dont la dure et cruelle guerre 

d’Algérie qui s’en ressent encore plus de 50 ans plus tard 

ou du moins qui s’en sert comme alibi. Il y a enfin la 

création de l’État d’Israël sans son pendant palestinien, 

qui a inspiré à elle seule des décennies de terroristes. À 

cela s’ajoute une mouvance islamique issue de la fissure 

entre Sunnites et Chiites, politiquement instrumentalisée 

à partir de la révolution populiste iranienne de Khomeiny 

face à l’élitisme Wahhabite des Saoudiens. Enfin, il y a eu 

le conflit entre les dictatures nationalistes des États « non

-nations » et le panislamisme des pauvres et déshérités, 

animé par le mouvement initialement socioreligieux des 

Frères Musulmans, rapidement débordés par une frange 

djihadiste virulente.  

 

Depuis le 11 septembre 2001, on assiste à l’impact sourd 

d’un lent effondrement de la pax americana et de l’ordre 

international, accompagné d’une politique américaine 

profondément délétère, notamment celle de George Bush 

fils qui, si la stupidité est un crime, pourrait passer à la 

postérité comme tel.  L’invasion de l’Irak en 2003 a 

consacré l’anti-occidentalisme et l’anti-américanisme que 

bien des interventions américaines depuis 1945 avaient 

attisés au fil des ans.  

 

Par ailleurs, la crise financière de 2008 a mis en exergue 

tant les inégalités croissantes que la rapacité des nantis, 

mais elle a aussi miné une Union Européenne incapable 

de se doter d’une politique fiscale et monétaire commune. 

Outre le désespoir des pauvres, chômeurs et déshérités, 

cette crise, « fille » de la Grande Dépression de 1929, a été 

une source d’instabilité en Occident, remettant en cause le 

modèle de croissance économique et affaiblissant la 

solidarité sociale. Elle a aussi permis la mobilisation des 

djihadistes. On en vient à se demander si l’Union 

(Continued on page 17) 
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européenne depuis 2008, avec les crises grecque, 

ukrainienne, syrienne, la menace de « Brexit », et la 

montée de l’illibéralisme, ne risque pas de se transformer 

en un château de cartes. Les institutions, en dépit de 

grands appels à une meilleure coordination entre les pays, 

perdent de leur solidité et d’intensité alors même qu’il en 

faudrait davantage pour contrer le terrorisme. On décrit 

Daesh comme une menace existentielle mais on ne met 

pas les moyens décisifs pour le contrer alors même que 

ses pertes en Syrie et en Irak le poussent à s’étendre en 

Libye et à mener des actions ponctuelles en Europe.  

 

À court terme, l’horreur des attaques à Bruxelles, Paris, 

Istanbul, Beyrouth, Ouagadougou et ailleurs devrait 

raffermir le combat contre Daesh car ce mouvement ne 

sera jamais un interlocuteur, mais il faut comprendre que 

l’idéologie djihadiste ne s’estompera pas avec leur défaite 

territoriale.  L’Islam souffre profondément de ces 

extrémismes et sa réforme éventuelle, indispensable et 

incontournable sera aussi déchirante que celle de la 

Chrétienté de la Réforme. Daesh, tristement, représente la 

première véritable manifestation – horrifiante - de ce 

déchirement idéologique. Il faut espérer que les grands 

leaders religieux de l’Islam convoquent un jour leur 

propre concile.  

 

Mais les sociétés européennes doivent également 

entreprendre un examen de conscience. N’est-il pas 

étonnant qu’à l’ère des communications instantanées  et 

de la mondialisation humaine autant que technologique, 

le multiculturalisme ait été dénoncé par des dirigeants tel 

que Cameron et Merkel. Le projet social européen est basé 

sur une doctrine de rejet - la politique d’assimilation va à 

l’encontre d’une politique d’intégration et de pluralisme, 

dès lors qu’elle dit « je vous accepte si vous renoncez à qui 

vous êtes ».   D’où l’ostracisme dont la Belgique, pays très 

stratifié socialement et très divisé, qui a accepté un grand 

nombre d’immigrants, fait preuve très souvent envers sa 

minorité arabe, maghrébine. Le terreau fertile de 

Molenbeek attire au djihadisme les enfants belges 

d’immigrants. Le phénomène Trump nous invite à un 

examen en profondeur de nos sociétés, de leur devenir 

social et du sens des formes agressives de  nationalisme 

que l’Europe a connues entre les deux guerres mondiales 

conduisant au fascisme. Si Trump en est la première 

manifestation grotesque, Marine Le Pen est une version 

intelligente, dangereuse et féminine. Celle-ci est parvenue 

à mettre son père au rencard et ainsi atténuer les excès 

initiaux du Front National sans en renier le fondement. 

Elle a su rallier à sa cause un échantillon plus 

représentatif de la société française à la fois au moment où 

l’économie française est frappée de sclérose et où la crise 

des « migrants » réveille les atavismes racistes. Enfin, 

Marine Le Pen incarne la contradiction d’une femme à la 

tête d’un mouvement politique qui est loin d’être connu 

pour une vision égalitaire des deux sexes.  

 

Ces phénomènes de dérive populiste vont rendre difficile 

tout effort de  déradicalisation qui n’en demeure pas 

moins une étape essentielle sur le terrain. Clairement,  elle 

n’aura d’effet qu’au cas par cas tant que la démarche de 

nos sociétés n’aura pas évolué. Et pourtant, la Syrie nous 

oblige à nous y atteler d’urgence. La Canada doit et peut 

faire sa part. 
 

 

 

 

Ferry de Kerckhove est un ancien ambassadeur canadien, qui 

enseigne aujourd’hui à l’Université d’Ottawa. Il est aussi un ‘Fellow’ de 

l’Institut canadien des affaires mondiales. 
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by COLIN ROBERTSON 

This article was originally published by the Globe and Mail. 

 

A s the federal government rethinks its international 

assistance policies, it should heed the call from United 

Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon for transformative 

change to global humanitarian relief. 

 

The Istanbul humanitarian conference this May has put the 

spotlight on the current state of the global relief system and the 

effort to reform how the world responds to humanitarian crises. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disasters, natural or man-made, are increasing. So is the number 

of conflicts, as well as failed and failing states. And the current 

system of international aid is underfunded and overstretched. 

The UN estimates that 125 million people need humanitarian 

relief. The need for smarter relief and development assistance is 

urgent and immediate. Rethinking our international assistance is 

timely and sensible. 

 

Officials at the Istanbul conference pointed to the breakdown of 

international norms on asylum, the need to localize aid and 

frictions between those who provide relief and those who do not. 

The conference will provide some much-needed context for 

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and other Group of Seven leaders, 

who are looking at aid accountability as part of their broader 

summit discussions this week in Ise-Shima, Japan. 

 

While the UN is often criticized as nothing more than a talk shop, 

in recent months it has concluded a global climate accord and set 

new sustainable development goals – all of which will factor into 

Canada’s assistance review. The review, running from May to 

July, promises broad consultation with planned events around 

governance, pluralism, diversity and human rights as well as 

peace and security. 

 

The future direction of Canadian assistance is clearly stated in the 

government’s discussion guide. International assistance is to 

advance the UN 2030 Sustainable Development agenda while 

applying “a feminist lens” to help “the poorest and most 

vulnerable people.” But to expect more money would be 

“unrealistic … in the current fiscal context.” 

 

(Continued on page 19) 
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While the overall direction has yet to be determined, the 

differences between the previous Conservative government’s 

approach – an emphasis on environmental sustainability, gender 

equality and governance – and today’s Liberals are likely to be 

more tonal than substantive. 

 

Nor is former Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s framework – 

with its emphasis on untied aid and a selective country focus – 

likely to change. The Liberal government has also decided, wisely, 

to maintain the consolidation of diplomacy, trade and 

development. 

 

Much of Mr. Harper’s signature program, to improve maternal, 

newborn and child health, also fits into the Liberal paradigm. The 

government will continue supporting this initiative, but with 

more support for family planning and greater attention to the 

root causes of maternal and child mortality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The success of the government’s development review will hinge 

on a number of factors. 

 

First, investing more money. Canada currently sits in the bottom 

half of the members of the Organization for Economic Co-

operation and Development when it comes to development 

assistance. While the Liberal government is right to oppose 

“throwing buckets of money indiscriminately,” more money, well

-spent, makes more impact. 

 

As a recent report assessing Canada’s engagement gap put it, we 

meet the definition of “free riders” when it comes to development 

and defence. If Britain can devote 0.7 per cent of its gross 

domestic product to development assistance and 2 per cent to 

defence (the North Atlantic Treaty Organization standard), 

shouldn’t we at least aspire to this goal? 

 

Second, Mr. Harper was right when he underlined the 

importance of accountability in development. But let’s do it with a 

lighter touch, practise risk management and recognize that civil 

society organizations (CSOs) need multiyear commitments to 

demonstrate results. Governments insist that CSOs bring their 

overhead down, yet they drown them in paperwork. 

 

Third, we can’t boil the ocean so we need to focus. Our projects 

will always reflect our values, but there is nothing wrong with 

choosing those that also complement our trade and investment 

interests. In Africa, for example, our development assistance 

should work in tandem with our resource industries’ investment 

to demonstrate best-in-class corporate social responsibility. 

 

Fourth, we need to improve and develop Canadian expertise by 

investing in Canadian CSOs and in youth exchanges. Programs 

like Canada World Youth gave generations of Canadians their 

first international experience while giving their foreign 

counterparts an appreciation of Canada that has opened doors in 

diplomacy, trade, education and migration. 

 

Finally, donors – especially in the West – are fatigued and 

skeptical about aid’s effectiveness. The Liberal government 

should use these consultations to reassure Canadians about the 

efficacy of development assistance. 
 

 

 

 

Colin Robertson is a former diplomat and Vice-President and Fellow with the 

Canadian Global Affairs Institute. 
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by GLENN DAVIDSON 

C anada’s recent response to the Syrian refugee crisis 

has been inspiring. Ottawa has shown the rest of the 

world how people in desperate need can be supported by a 

government committed to act. Across Canada, 

communities large and small have risen to the challenge, 

welcoming this wave of refugees with great-hearted 

enthusiasm. 

 

While they can rightly take a great sense of pride in this, 

some Canadians also will feel a sense of helplessness — 

knowing that a small group of Syrian men and women 

with close ties to Canada remain trapped in Syria. 

 

I’m referring to the loyal and dedicated locally-engaged 

Syrian staff who served Canada in Damascus until the 

embassy was closed in early 2012. When this happened, 

the Canadian staff were evacuated to other missions or 

returned to Canada. The Syrian staff were simply let go. 

 

Every effort was made to look after them, to provide fair 

compensation and help them prepare for other 

employment. Still, cutting ties with people who had 

devoted their entire working lives to serving Canada — 

leaving them behind in a country descending into civil war 

— was extraordinarily difficult. 

Every diplomatic mission around the world employs 

locally engaged staff; their number and skill sets vary 

depending on the size and focus of the mission. In a large 

mission, the local staff may include drivers, property 

specialists, immigration and visa officers, consular staff, 

commercial and public affairs officers, finance, personnel 

and administrative officers. 

 

Many of these staffers are highly skilled and educated. All 

have good language skills in English and/or French and 

must conform to the requirements of the Government of 

Canada for employment. These include strict adherence to 

the Code of Values and Ethics, respecting Canadian 

standards for equity in all areas from gender to religion, 

and applying Canadian legal and other norms in all 

dealings with business and government. 

 

The result is a team of local staff at each mission which is 

deeply immersed in Canadian values and culture. Some, 

in fact, become so attuned to these values that they have 

difficulty adjusting to cultural expectations of daily life in 

their own societies. They become Canadian — in every 

sense except their actual citizenship. 

(Continued on page 21) 
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In addition to the locally engaged staff at embassies and 

regional consulates, there are also honourary consuls — 

typically prominent citizens of the country who live in 

cities where there is no diplomatic mission. They provide 

consular service for Canada in those cities, and invaluable 

support and knowledge to assist Canadian business or 

other initiatives. The honourary consuls receive a very 

modest annual grant but are otherwise unpaid. They often 

serve Canada for extended periods and render exemplary 

service. 

 

Many countries recognize the value, contributions and 

loyalty of their local staff through programs leading to 

citizenship. Canada does not — and these devoted friends 

of Canada must apply for immigration like any other 

applicant, with no consideration of their service and 

demonstrated loyalty to this country. 

 

The recent focus on immigration arising from the Syrian 

refugee crisis provides an ideal opportunity for the 

Government of Canada to review its policy toward this 

very small but valuable global pool of potential 

immigrants. 

 

This review should be undertaken immediately, and a 

program developed to offer a fast-track to Permanent 

Resident status for Canada’s locally engaged diplomatic 

staff and honourary consuls. The program should be merit

-based, and require a record of exemplary performance 

over a minimum qualifying period of, say, ten years or 

more. It should be based on application, and not granted 

automatically. 

 

This would be fair and reasonable recognition for the 

skilled people who already have served Canada well — 

people who would integrate seamlessly into our society. 

They have much to offer. It’s in Canada’s interest to open 

the door for them. 
 

 

 

 

Glenn Davidson is a retired Vice-Admiral and former Ambassador of 

Canada to Afghanistan and Syria. He is a member of the Board of 

Governors of King’s College, a Director of the Canadian International 

Council and a Fellow of the Canadian Global Affairs Institute. 
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by PAUL DURAND 

F or quite different reasons, Dilma Rousseff of Brazil 

and Nicolas Maduro of Venezuela are on the brink, 

teetering on the edge of either impeachment or 

unconstitutional overthrow. 

 

This is significant and puzzling, because Brazil and 

Venezuela are, respectively, the most influential, and 

(potentially) the richest countries on the continent. How 

has it come to this? 

 

In Brazil, endemic corruption, along with near-total 

impunity, has finally caught up with the governing elite. 

 

Brazilians, long inured to government theft, payoffs, and 

political fixing, have had enough. The frustrations of daily 

living, exacerbated by severe recession and government 

mismanagement, have brought massive crowds to the 

streets – not thousands, but millions. Overspending on 

the World Cup and the Rio Olympics rubbed salt into 

their wounds, at a time when basic services are breaking 

down, poverty is on the rise and the Zika virus is further 

undermining confidence in government institutions. 

 

Ms. Rousseff is unpopular, having nothing like the rock-

star status of her predecessor, Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva. 

But now even the legendary “Lula” has been tarred by 

scandal. Under investigation for corruption by state and 

federal authorities, he could be more of a liability than an 

asset for the beleaguered President. 

 

Ms. Rousseff may be helped by the extent of the 

corruption, in that those seeking to have her impeached 

are also tainted, as are most potential replacements (this, 

admittedly, is a weak reed to lean on). The masses in the 

streets just aren’t having it this time; they are demanding 

a complete, top-down cleanup of the political system. 

 

All this matters: Brazil has by far the largest economy and 

population in South America and has long provided 

regional leadership. This has not always been for the 

good; for example, its insistence on economic autarky – 

domestically and in its Mercosur partners – has closed 

and hobbled its economy, further enabling corruption, 

while keeping countries such as Canada at arm’s length. 

The stakes are high; how Brazilians resolve their crisis will 

(Continued on page 23) 
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have a lasting impact on their democratic future and that 

of their neighbours. 

 

Venezuela is a different, more disturbing situation, with 

social cohesion disintegrating and violence on the rise. 

Blessed by a bounty of natural wealth ranging from oil to 

minerals to agricultural potential, the country had it all – 

but excessive economic populism designed to placate the 

poor ended up producing a dysfunctional economy. 

 

This process has been under way since the advent of the 

charismatic Hugo Chavez in the late 1990s. 

 

His policies were in many respects well-intentioned, 

meant to help those who had for decades been ignored by 

a governing elite that was politically and economically 

corrupt. Mr. Chavez implemented what he called 

“Bolivarian socialism,” using Venezuela’s oil wealth to 

finance extensive social programs. Unfortunately, this and 

other unorthodox policies stifled the economy, which 

became completely dependent on oil revenues and 

imported goods. It was not sustainable. 

 

Compounding the damage, Mr. Chavez exported the 

model to his neighbours, sowing discord in the region by 

buying off dependent countries with subsidized oil, 

organizing them into an anti-American bloc. This could all 

be held together as long as Mr. Chavez’s charisma, 

combined with soaring petroleum prices, would last, but 

neither did. When he died in 2013, he was succeeded by 

his vice-president, Mr. Maduro, a plodding, inept leader. 

Without the combined glue of Mr. Chavez’s personality 

and inflated oil revenues, the experiment quickly spiralled 

downward, to the wreckage we see today. Venezuela now 

borders on the definition of a failed state. The government 

has lost control of the economy, of security, of society in 

general. The situation is becoming intolerable, and there 

are increasing indications that the government will be 

toppled, whether by opposition forces driving Mr. Maduro 

from office through quasi-constitutional means or by 

military coup. 

 

So place your bets, but don’t expect any winners. 
 

 

 

 

Paul Durand is a former Canadian Ambassador to several Latin 

American countries and a Fellow with the Canadian Global Affairs 

Institute. 
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by THOMAS KEENAN 

T he virtual currency Bitcoin has been in the news for 

all the wrong reasons recently.  Hollywood 

Presbyterian Hospital was forced to pay a ransom to 

hackers who hijacked their patient files. The USD $17,000 

was demanded in Bitcoin because it is essentially 

untraceable. A Calgary wine merchant was forced to send 

his IT guy out, just before Christmas, to buy $500 US 

worth of Bitcoin to free his customer files from 

ransomware. 

 

There have also been scandals involving Bitcoin 

exchanges, most famously the Tokyo-based Mt. Gox, 

which went bankrupt after reporting that USD $450M 

worth of Bitcoins belonging to its customers had simply 

vanished from the company’s digital wallet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It’s enough to make you lose faith in what people have 

been calling “the money of the future”.  But that would be 

missing a very important point. The blockchain, which is 

the underlying technology behind Bitcoin and its 

cryptocurrency cousins, also has fascinating non-financial 

applications. It will probably be the engine that drives 

innovation in Smart Communities and the fast-growing 

Internet of Things. 

 

The blockchain is essentially a distributed ledger that can 

be viewed and verified by anyone and is very difficult to 

tamper with. Just as it can confirm that a Bitcoin is valid 

and hasn’t already been spent, it can attest to the veracity 

of a wide variety of information. 

 

Consider the land titles registry in Honduras. Plagued by 

fraud and corruption, that country set out last year to use 

blockchain technology to create a distributed, publicly 

verifiable land titles register that would be almost 

tamperproof.  

 

That project was supposed to be completed by Austin-

based Factom, Inc., by the end of 2015, but is now 

reported to be stalled. What could possibly go wrong with 

a straightforward technical project? 

 

The answer could well be “people”. At the start of the 

Honduras project, Factom CEO Peter Kirby told Reuters 

that "the country's database was basically hacked. So 

(Continued on page 25) 
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bureaucrats could get in there and they could get 

themselves beachfront properties."  It’s not hard to 

imagine that folks who might benefit from loosey-goosey 

land titles might resist an ironclad solution. Indeed, Kirby 

used the words “political in nature” to describe the delay.  

He’s still hopeful the project will come to fruition this 

year, and anyway, his company has moved on to bigger 

projects like trying to secure Smart Cities infrastructure in 

places in China. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blockchain technology is also being touted as a key 

enabler of the booming “Internet of Things” which will see 

everything from your milk carton to your washing 

machine chatting behind your back. They might even 

spend your money. In a blockchain proof of concept, IBM 

rigged a Samsung W9000 washer to automatically order 

supplies like detergent when it runs low, and, yes, the 

lawyers say, if it’s your washer you will have to pay for the 

soap powder.  Better give the thing a monthly budget! 

 

 

Start-ups are using blockchain methods to securely 

maintain medical records, insurance files, and even 

spread your DNA to thousands of computers around the 

world. Musicians are using the blockchain to control 

copying of their music. A company called Ascribe is 

finding a new way to issue limited edition art prints. 

Others are looking to put notaries, insurance agents, and 

paralegals out of business.  

 

Self-executing smart contracts could automate many 

processes that now require human intervention. The 

blockchain might even help as you execute your final 

power down. In the view of one visionary, upon your 

death, your true “last will” will be auto-published, your 

“just debts” automatically paid, and the balance of your 

estate and life insurance proceeds immediately e-

transferred to your heirs. 

 

As I am planning to tell the RSA Security Conference in 

Singapore in June, the technical side of all this will 

probably work just fine. The lesson from the early days of 

Bitcoin is that we will need to pay careful attention to the 

human side of the blockchain equation. 
 

 

 

 

Thomas Keenan is a Fellow of the Canadian Global Affairs Institute, 

a Professor at the University of Calgary, and author of the best-selling 

book ‘Technocreep: The Surrender of Privacy and the Capitalization of 

Intimacy’, which can be bought with Bitcoin. 
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by ANDREW RASIULIS 

T his July, the city of Warsaw, Poland will be the venue 

for the NATO Summit. Sixty-one years prior, in May 

of 1955, this same city was the site of the inauguration of 

the Soviet-backed Warsaw Pact Organization (WPO): 

same city, but in a very different geopolitical world. In 

1955, West Germany was being integrated into 

NATO.  The intra/inner-German border was defined as 

NATO's Central Front, with its Northern and Southern 

Flanks reaching from Norway to Turkey. This was a zero-

sum Cold War stand-off between the ideological rivals as 

embodied by the member states of NATO and the WPO. 

 

In 2016, the NATO Summit in Warsaw will deal with a 

politically, economically and militarily redefined Europe. 

The Cold War rivalry has been replaced by multi-

dimensional interests between contemporary NATO and 

the Russian Federation. Today, there is both a 

convergence of interest; witness Syria, and a divergence; 

witness Ukraine. With a resurgent Russia presenting a 

challenge on what is now being called its "Eastern Flank", 

NATO Heads of Government have the opportunity to 

meet this challenge in a constructive manner, whereby the 

Eastern Flank need not become a new Eastern Front. 

 

A new challenge for NATO is the use of military force by 

Russia as an instrument of politics in recent years; the 

classic Clausewitzian definition of war.  From Georgia, to 

Ukraine, and then to Syria, Russian military power has 

been exercised to further Russian foreign policy interests. 

This use of military power was not a Soviet-style Cold War 

redux, but rather a Russian response to what it perceived 

as a post-Cold War loss of influence. The NATO Wales 

Summit in 2014 also grappled with the resurgence of 

Russian military power and set out to craft a NATO 

response, which became known as a reassurance package, 

for its more vulnerable members along the eastern and 

southeastern flanks. Essentially, this was characterized by 

a significant increase in NATO multinational exercises 

and a limited pre-positioning of armaments, such as one 

U.S. brigade`s worth of tanks. 

 

The Warsaw Summit will need to take stock of the varied 

confluence of interests since 2014, such as the 

establishment of the Minsk 2 process in February of 2015 

which put in place a precarious ceasefire in eastern 

Ukraine and, as of yet, an unfulfilled roadmap for a 

political settlement. In the Middle East, developments 

(Continued on page 27) 
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such as the nuclear deal with Iran and the limited 

ceasefire in Syria were achieved with active diplomatic co-

operation between the United States and Russia. The 

picture is one of a mix of antagonism and co-operation. 

 

Reading the tea leaves on the Summit preparations 

currently underway in Brussels and NATO capitals, one is 

able to discern that the outcome will lead to a further 

strengthening of the Wales reassurance package with 

something akin to a deterrence and defence 

package.  Speculation is that NATO will deploy "on a 

permanent rotational basis" approximately four 

multinational battalions within Poland and the Baltic 

states.  The nuance on "permanent" and "rotational" is to 

conform to what is perceived to be the letter, if not the 

spirit of the 1997 NATO-Russian Founding Act 

prohibiting the permanent stationing of non-indigenous 

NATO troops in NATO countries east of Germany. Some 

observers argue that the NATO pledge not to station 

permanent forces was, in fact, conditional on the security 

situation faced by the Alliance, and that under the current 

circumstances there is no valid prohibition. 

 

The Russians recently reacted to this by stating that three 

new Russian divisions will be deployed in its Western and 

Southern Flanks by the end of 2016.  The Russians are 

indicating they will respond to any NATO build-up with 

whatever means are deemed necessary to protect their 

perceived national interests. So far, this is the deterrence/

defence track being taken by NATO and Russia. Add to 

this the issue of the level and type of military assistance 

for Ukraine in its stalemate with the Russian supported 

rebel enclaves in the Donbass. 

 

Underlying this track is the concern within NATO that 

should the Russians decide to use limited, non-nuclear, 

military force against NATO in an effort to undermine the 

cohesion of the Alliance, the Baltic states, vulnerable to a 

Russian incursion, would require reinforcement.  This 

scenario begs the question raised by Alain Enthoven in his 

1971 Rand study "How Much is Enough?". 

 

A 2016 Rand study by David A. Shlapak and Micheal W. 

Johnson ("Reinforcing Deterrence on NATO's Eastern 

Flank: Wargaming the Defence of the Baltics") postulates 

an answer to that question in the context of a limited 

conventional Russian attack. The answer is: seven 

brigades, three of which would need to be heavy. The 

Summit is unlikely to agree to such numbers for its 

deterrence/defence track, ergo the four battalion option. 

 

The use of limited military force to achieve limited 

political objectives under the nuclear threshold concerned 

NATO planners throughout the Cold War. This was 

sometimes referred to as Soviet "salami tactics". In the 

1973 October War, the Egyptians demonstrated this 

option when they launched a limited military attack 

against the Israeli positions on the Suez Canal. Israel did 

not use its nuclear weapons and successfully carried out a 

limited counterattack, surrounding the Egyptian Third 

Army. The political consequence of this limited military 

action conducted under Israel's nuclear umbrella was an 

acceptance of a political solution through the Camp David 

Accords (see the author's 1981 Wellesley Paper, "On the 

Utility of War in the Nuclear Age"). 

 

While the threat of a limited attack against the Baltic 

states is a challenge that will be addressed by the Warsaw 

Summit, there is also the opportunity to seek a 

corroborating detente/dialogue ‘second track’.  There is a 

mutual political benefit in re-examining NATO's 1967 Two

-Track Approach, which was based on the Harmel 

Report.  To avoid having NATO's Eastern Flank turn into 

its "Eastern or Russian Front", the second track of detente 

and dialogue must build on areas of political convergence 

between NATO and Russia (see "NATO Needs Deterrence 

and Dialogue: Defining the New Balance in View of the 

Warsaw Summit", by Claudia Major and Jeffrey Rathke, 

German Institute for International and Security Affairs, 

Berlin, 2016).  

 

Critically, the point of confrontation over Ukraine needs 

to be solved politically.  Chris Westdal has amplified the 

arguments for such a solution in his 2016 CGAI Policy 

Paper, "A Way Ahead with Russia", which, while it speaks 

specifically to Canadian foreign policy interests in moving 

forward on a dialogue with Russia, applies to Alliance 

interests as well. In addition to the Minsk process, which 

is being given another political boost with a Normandy 

Group foreign ministers meeting in Berlin on 11 May, the 

Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe 

(OSCE) is also a key player in seeking a resolution along 

the second track, and was established for just such a 

purpose. 
 

 

 

M. Andrew Rasiulis is retired from the Public Service and is now a 

freelance consultant with Andrew Rasiulis Associates Inc. He is also a 

Fellow at the Canadian Global Affairs Institute. 
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by HUGH STEPHENS 

O n May 20, Tsai Ing-wen was sworn in as the 

President of the self-styled Republic of China, 

known to almost everyone as Taiwan. Her inauguration 

speech was significant in terms of laying out her domestic 

economic and social agenda, but also in setting the tone 

for future relations between Taiwan and its gigantic 

cousin across the Taiwan Straits, the Peoples’ Republic of 

China. It is not a match of equals or near-equals; China’s 

economy is twenty times the size of Taiwan’s and its 

population larger by a multiple of 50.  

 

As expected Ms. Tsai, the democratically elected 

representative of the independence-leaning Democratic 

Progressive Party, made a “gesture of goodwill” to China 

in her speech by acknowledging the basis for continuing 

cross-Straits dialogue. The wording chosen made it clear 

that she favours continuing the existing mechanisms for 

dialogue and the maintenance of the direct links that have 

flourished over the past 8 years under her predecessor, 

Ma Ying-jeou of the Kuomintang (KMT). However, she 

studiously avoided any reference to China’s key demand, 

acknowledgement of the “1992 Consensus”, which would 

be an indirect acceptance of the “one China” principle. 

The essence of that “consensus” is that there is but one 

China, although the KMT has always argued that this 

principle is subject to “respective interpretations”. 

Instead, she talked about how she was elected President 

in accordance with the Constitution of the Republic of 

China (Taiwan), which by definition still proclaims itself 

to be the rightful government of China, and about the 

“joint acknowledgments and understandings” that took 

place in 1992. Over time, these provided the foundation 

for improved Taiwan-PRC relations. Whether Ms. Tsai’s 

deliberately ambiguous wording will be sufficient to allow 

China to maintain the rhythm and pace of improved cross

-Straits relations remains to be seen. For now, there is 

likely to be a pause. Nevertheless, provided that Ms. Tsai 

plays her cards well—and so far there is every indication 

that she is sensitive to the weight that her words and 

actions carry—over the longer term the prospects are 

positive for a resumption of correct if not warm China-

Taiwan relations. 

 

It is not surprising that Ms. Tsai did not utter the magical 

words “1992 Consensus”. She was not elected to sign on to 

the KMT’s one-China policy which was seen by many 

Taiwanese voters as giving China too many economic 
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levers to use against Taiwan, but neither does her 

electorate want to rock the boat with the Mainland. 

According to various polls, while most Taiwanese would 

prefer independence for Taiwan if that were possible, they 

also recognize that such a step would precipitate an 

economic and political crisis. The majority, therefore, 

favour the status quo—the current ambiguous relationship 

between Taiwan and China. Ms. Tsai’s challenge is to 

convince China to accept this status quo, and not roll back 

the gains that have been made in establishing a full range 

of cross-Straits activities, from direct air links to tourist 

and student exchange to bilateral agreements on the 

environment, fisheries, postal services, etc., without being 

seen by Taiwanese voters as being too compliant. To do so 

she has to carefully thread the needle by signalling to 

China that she will not make any moves toward 

independence, while signalling to her electorate that she 

will bring a new tone to relations with China (standing up 

for Taiwan) while seeking to diversify Taiwan’s interests 

beyond China. In her inauguration speech, she laid 

emphasis on a new “Southbound” policy, expressed a 

desire to join both the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) 

and Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership 

(RCEP) Agreements, two regional trade blocs under 

negotiation or ratification, and noted specifically that her 

administration will “bid farewell to our past overreliance 

on a single market”.  

 

Beijing has already reacted by stating that her remarks are 

“an incomplete answer sheet”, and chided her for failing 

to explicitly recognize the “1992 Consensus”. China will 

surely flex its economic and diplomatic muscles to 

demonstrate that it has options. Once the posturing is 

over, however, common sense and pragmatism suggest 

that the two sides are likely to find some form of 

acceptable modus vivendi. 

 

For Canada, the message that Ms. Tsai sent in her 

inauguration speech is very relevant as it will impact 

Canada’s relations with China--and with Taiwan. The now 

not-so-new Trudeau government is undergoing a review 

of Canada’s policy options with regard to China, and Mr. 

Trudeau is widely expected to make a bilateral visit to the 

PRC on the margins of this fall’s G20 meeting in China. 

Under consideration is Canadian membership in the PRC-

sponsored Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) 

and a possible announcement of a start to negotiations 

toward a Free Trade or Economic Partnership Agreement 

with China. At the same time, Canada continues to have 

fairly robust economic relations with Taiwan, our fourth 

largest trading partner in Asia (not including India), 

although the balance of trade is strongly in Taiwan’s 

favour. Recently Canada and Taiwan concluded an 

Avoidance of Double Taxation Agreement, and Taiwan 

would like the next step to be an Investment Protection 

Agreement, followed by a Bilateral Trade Agreement 

along the lines of the one it has with New Zealand, and 

likely soon, Australia. (Because Canada has no official 

diplomatic relations with Taiwan, such understandings 

are characterized as “Arrangements” and are concluded 

between the unofficial representative offices of both sides. 

China has tacitly accepted this type of unofficial 

arrangement).  

 

There is certainly scope for Canada to do more with 

Taiwan to advance its economic interests, and to 

strengthen cultural and educational ties for mutual 

benefit. To the extent that China and Taiwan can agree to 

maintain a peaceful and productive bilateral dialogue, this 

will be good news for Canada as it will help ease the way 

to further pursuit of our interests on both sides of the 

Taiwan Straits. Given likely expanded ties between 

Canada and China, there is still plenty of scope for Canada 

within its own one-China policy to simultaneously further 

develop relations with Taiwan. For Canada, dealing with 

China and Taiwan is not--and does not have to be--a zero-

sum game.  
 

 

 

 

Hugh Stephens is a Fellow at the Canadian Global Affairs Institute, 

Executive Fellow at the University of Calgary School of Public Policy 

and Distinguished Fellow at the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada. He 

previously served (1995-98) as Executive Director of the Canadian 

Trade Office in Taipei, Canada’s unofficial representative office.  
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